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§  ABM for financial markets 
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§  Heterogeneous agents with market mediated interactions 
§  Heterogeneous agents with direct interactions 

§  Interbank networks 
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Outline 

Goals of the course 
 
§  Understand market structures and their importance 
§  Understand the origin of basic financial market 

characteristics such as clustered volatility and fat tails 
§  Understand what leads to herding behavior and bubbles 
§  Understand how financial stress is cascading through an 

interbank lending market 
§  Understand different approaches for macroeconomic 

modeling 
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Do people think everything through? 
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Introduction 

Neoclassical assumptions 
§  “Perfect information” and informationally efficient markets 
§  Agents with infinite computing capacities 
§  Rational expectations 
§  Representative agents 
§  Interactions through the market only 
 
§  What is the real structure of markets? 
§  What behavior do we really observe at markets? 
§  How do individuals really behave? 
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Financial markets: Zero intelligence 

Zero intelligence agents 
§  Minimalistic behavioral approach  
§  Lack of learning 

What economic features can be derived as market 
characteristics? 
§  Allocative efficiency 
§  Volatility 
§  Market depth 
§  Bid-ask spreads 
§  … 
 Montag, 13. Mai 13 9 
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Financial markets: Zero intelligence 

Is allocative efficiency a consequence of rational, utility 
maximizing and learning individuals? 
 
Sunder and Gode (1993) compared the efficiency in a double 
auction of zero-intelligence traders with human traders  
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Financial markets: Zero intelligence 

The Sunder Gode model (1993) 
§  Two groups: sellers endowed with units of a good and 

buyers with units of money 
§  Sellers have secret individual costs ci per unit 
§  Buyers secretly value a unit vi 

§  The surplus of a transaction at price p is  
p – ci for the seller and vi – p for the buyer 

§  Zero-intelligence agents place orders with uniform 
probabilities above ci and below vi, respectively 

What would you be ready to pay? 
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Financial markets: Zero intelligence 

Sunder and Gode observe the following outcomes (1993) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Demand and supply functions and time series of the price for 

zero-intelligence traders and human traders 
Montag, 13. Mai 13 12 

124 JOURNAL OF POLITICAL ECONOMY 

ZI Traders without Budget Constraint 

ZI Traders with Budget Constraint 

Human Traders 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

PERIODS 

FIG. 1.-Demand and supply functions and transaction price time series (market 1) 

market 2 to 170 in market 4) and volumes (from 6 in market 3 to 24 
in market 1).3 In all cases a unique equilibrium price existed. In mar- 

3The human trader sessions had an extra buyer in markets 1 and 2 and an extra 
seller in markets 3 and 4. As a result, the demand schedule for the human trader 
sessions of markets 1 and 2 and the supply schedules for the human trader sessions 
for markets 3 and 4 are slightly different from the supply schedules for the other 
sessions, as can be seen from figs. 1-4. 
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Financial markets: Zero intelligence 

Sunder and Gode observe the following outcomes (1993) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Demand and supply functions and time series of the price for 

zero-intelligence traders and human traders 
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ALLOCATIVE EFFICIENCY 125 

ZI Traders without Budget Constraint 

15 I-M 2h~l 

ZI Traders with Budget Constraint 

Human Traders 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

PERIODS 

FIG. 2.-Demand and supply functions and transaction price time series (market 2) 

ket 5, costs and redemption values of all the units of several buyers 
and sellers were placed just beyond the equilibrium point, making it 
difficult to attain 100 percent efficiency in the double auction.4 

4 We are grateful to Charles Plott for suggesting this design to us. Traders whose 
first units lie just beyond the margin are more likely to be able to displace some 
intramarginal units through aggressive trading in a double auction. 
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Financial markets: Zero intelligence 

Sunder and Gode draw the following conclusions (1993) 
 
§  Allocative efficiency close to 100% can be reached without 

learning or rational agents and without central control 
§  Allocative efficiency seems to be a property of the market 

rather than of the agents 
§  “Irrational behavior” on the micro level may lead to rational 

outcomes on the macro level 
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Financial markets: Zero intelligence 

Does a simple model also explain observations of real 
financial markets?  
 
J.D. Farmer et al. (2005) analyze stock markets with zero 
intelligence traders. How does the market structure determine 
§  Bid-ask spread 
§  Price volatility 
§  Price impact function 
§  … 
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Financial markets: Zero intelligence 

The order book for one stock by Farmer et al. (2005a) 
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Limit orders stored  

in the order book 

Limit orders stored  
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Financial markets: Zero intelligence 

Spread as predicted by Farmer et al. 2005b 
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agent rationality. Abandoning the assumption of rationality gives
the ability to focus the modeling effort on other problems, such
as those addressed here.

Testing the Scaling Laws
Data. We test this model with data from the electronic open limit
order book of the London Stock Exchange, which includes about
half of the total trading volume. We used data from 11 stocks in
the period from August 1, 1998 to April 30, 2000, which includes
434 trading days and a total of roughly six million events. For all
these stocks, the number of total events exceeds 300,000 and was
never less than 80 on any given day (where an event corresponds
to an order placement or cancellation). Orders placed during the
opening auction are removed to accommodate the fact that the
model applies only to the continuous auction. See The London
Stock Exchange Data Set in Supporting Text for more details.

Testing Procedure. We test the model cross-sectionally over 11
stocks. For each stock, we measure its average order flow rates
and calculate the predicted average spread !̂ and diffusion rate
D̂ for that stock by using Eqs. 1 and 2. We then compare these
predicted values to the actual values of the spread !! and diffusion
rate D! , which we again measure from the data. The comparison
is done via linear regressions of the predicted values against the
actual measured values. For a discussion, see Measurement of
Model Parameters and Estimating the Errors for the Regressions in
Supporting Text. Measurement of the parameters " and ! is
straightforward: to measure ", for example, we simply compute
the total number of shares of market orders and divide by time
or, alternatively, we compute "t for each day and average; we get
similar results in either case. However, a problem occurs in
measuring the parameters # and $ due to the simplifying
assumption of a uniform distribution of prices for limit order
placement and a uniform cancellation rate. In the real data, limit
order placement and cancellation are concentrated near the best
prices (12, 16). To cope with this, we make an auxiliary assump-
tion that order placement is uniform inside a price window
around the best prices and zero outside this window. We choose
this price window W to correspond to !60% of limit orders away
from the midprice and compute # by dividing the number of
shares of limit orders placed inside this price window per unit
time by W. We do this for each day and compute the average
value of # for each stock. We similarly compute $ as the inverse
of the average lifetime of orders canceled inside the same price
window W.

The laws we describe here do not make temporal predictions
but rather are restrictions of state variables. The ideal gas law,
PV " RT, provides a good analogy. It predicts that pressure P,
volume V, and temperature T are constrained; any two of them
determine the third. The gas constant R is the only free
parameter. In very much the same way, we are testing two
relations between properties of order flows and properties of
prices. We are not attempting to predict the temporal behavior
of the order flows; we are only trying to see whether the
restrictions between order flows and prices predicted by the
model are valid. It is important to emphasize that, whereas ", #,
$, and ! can be viewed as free parameters of the model, they are
not free parameters in the test of the model. Rather they are now
variables, like P, V, and T in the ideal gas law. The only free
parameter is the price window W. We chose W " 0.6 as a prior;
it turns out it is also roughly the value that maximizes the
goodness of fit; however, varying W does not change the
goodness of fit substantially.

Spread. To test Eq. 1, we measure the average spread s! across the
full time period for each stock and compare it with the predicted
average spread ŝ based on order flows. Spread is measured as the
average of log b(t) # log a(t) (recall that, in the model, p

represents the log price). The spread is measured after each
event, with each event given equal weight. The opening auction
is excluded.

To test our hypothesis that the predicted and actual values
coincide, we perform a regression of the form log s! " A log ŝ $
B. We took logarithms to do the regression, because the spread
is positive and the log of the spread is approximately normally
distributed. An alternative would have been to take logarithms
of each event and average the logarithms. We instead regard this
as a test of the cross-sectional averages and take logarithms of
the cross-sectional values. We use A and B for hypothesis testing.
Based on the model, we predict the comparison should yield a
straight line with A " 1 and B " 0. However, because of the
degree of freedom in choosing the price interval W as described
above, the value of B is somewhat arbitrary; varying W through
reasonable values changes B significantly, with much less effect
on A.

The least-squares regression, shown together with the data
comparing the predictions to the actual values in Fig. 2, gives A "
0.99 % 0.10 and B " 0.06 % 0.29. Therefore, we strongly reject
the null hypothesis that A " 0, indicating the predictions are far
better than random. More importantly, we are unable to reject
the null hypothesis that A " 1. The regression has R2 " 0.96, so
the model explains most of the variance. Note that, because of
long-memory effects and crosscorrelations between stocks, the
errors in the regression are larger than they would be for
independent identically distributed data.

Price Diffusion Rate. As for the spread, we compare the predicted
price diffusion rate based on order flows with the actual price
diffusion rate D! for each stock averaged over the 21-mo period,
and regress the logarithm of the predicted vs. actual values, as
shown in Fig. 3.

The regression gives A " 1.33 % 0.25 and B " 2.43 % 1.75.
Thus, we again strongly reject the null hypothesis that A " 0. We

Fig. 2. Regressions of predicted values based on order flow using Eq. 1 vs.
actual values for the log spread. The dots show the average predicted and
actual value for each stock averaged over the full 21-mo time period. The solid
line is a regression; the dashed line is the diagonal representing the model’s
prediction, with A " 1 and B " 0.

2256 ! www.pnas.org"cgi"doi"10.1073"pnas.0409157102 Farmer et al.
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Financial markets: Zero intelligence 

Price diffusion rate as predicted by Farmer et al. 2005b 
 
For a random walk: 
 
V(t) = D t 
 
V Variance 
D diffusion rate 
t time 
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are still unable to reject the null hypothesis that A ! 1 with 95%
confidence, although there is some suggestion that the real
values increase faster than the predicted values. In any case, the
predictions are at least a good approximation. Although the
results are not as good as for the spread, the model still explains
most of the variance with R2 ! 0.76.

Average Market Impact
Market impact is practically important, because it is the domi-
nant source of transaction costs for large trades, and conceptu-
ally important, because it provides a convenient probe of the
revealed supply and demand functions in the limit order book
(see Market Impact in Supporting Text). When a market order of
size ! arrives, if it removes all limit orders at the best bid or ask,
it will immediately change the midpoint price m ' (a " b)!2.
We define the average market impact function " in terms of the
instantaneous logarithmic midpoint price shift #p conditioned
on order size, "(!) ! E[#p " !]. #p is the difference between
the price just before and just after a market order arrives (before
any other events).

A longstanding mystery about market impact is that it is a
highly concave function of ! (12, 19–25). This is unexpected,
because simple arguments would suggest that because of the
multiplicative nature of returns, market impact should grow at
least linearly (15). We know of no model that explains this. The
model we are testing here predicts a concave average market
impact function, with the concavity becoming more pronounced
for small values of # ! $%!&. Intuitively, the concavity is because
limit orders near the best price are removed by transactions more
rapidly than those far from the best price. As a result, the average
density of stored limit orders in the book increases moving away
from the midpoint. An increase in density of limit orders implies
a decreased price response to a market order of a given size,
resulting in a concave market impact function.

Although the predictions of the model are qualitatively cor-
rect, from a quantitative point of view, the model predicts a
larger variation with # than we actually observe. Nonetheless, the
model is still quantitatively useful for understanding market
impact, as described below.

A surprising regularity of the average market impact function
is uncovered by simply plotting the data in the nondimensional
coordinates dictated by the model, as shown in Fig. 4. If we view
market impact in standard dimensional units, such as British
pounds or shares, there is large variability from stock to stock;
the story becomes much simpler in nondimensional units.

Fig. 3. Regressions of predicted values based on order flow using Eq. 2 vs.
actual values for the logarithm of the price diffusion rate. The dots show the
average predicted and actual values for each stock averaged over the full
21-mo time period. The solid line is a regression; the dashed line is the
diagonal, with A ! 1 and B ! 0.

Fig. 4. The average market impact as a function of the mean order size. In A,
the price differences and order sizes for each transaction are normalized by the
nondimensional coordinates dictated by the model, computed on a daily basis.
Most of the stocks collapse onto a single curve; there are a few that deviate, but
the deviations are sufficiently small that, given the long-memory nature of the
data and the crosscorrelations among stocks, it is difficult to determine whether
these deviations are statistically significant. This means that we understand the
behavior of the market impact as it varies from stock to stock by a simple
transformationofcoordinates. InB, forcomparison,weplottheordersize inunits
of British pounds against the average logarithmic price shift.

Farmer et al. PNAS " February 8, 2005 " vol. 102 " no. 6 " 2257
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Financial markets: Zero intelligence 

Price impact function (Farmer et al. 2005b) 
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are still unable to reject the null hypothesis that A ! 1 with 95%
confidence, although there is some suggestion that the real
values increase faster than the predicted values. In any case, the
predictions are at least a good approximation. Although the
results are not as good as for the spread, the model still explains
most of the variance with R2 ! 0.76.

Average Market Impact
Market impact is practically important, because it is the domi-
nant source of transaction costs for large trades, and conceptu-
ally important, because it provides a convenient probe of the
revealed supply and demand functions in the limit order book
(see Market Impact in Supporting Text). When a market order of
size ! arrives, if it removes all limit orders at the best bid or ask,
it will immediately change the midpoint price m ' (a " b)!2.
We define the average market impact function " in terms of the
instantaneous logarithmic midpoint price shift #p conditioned
on order size, "(!) ! E[#p " !]. #p is the difference between
the price just before and just after a market order arrives (before
any other events).

A longstanding mystery about market impact is that it is a
highly concave function of ! (12, 19–25). This is unexpected,
because simple arguments would suggest that because of the
multiplicative nature of returns, market impact should grow at
least linearly (15). We know of no model that explains this. The
model we are testing here predicts a concave average market
impact function, with the concavity becoming more pronounced
for small values of # ! $%!&. Intuitively, the concavity is because
limit orders near the best price are removed by transactions more
rapidly than those far from the best price. As a result, the average
density of stored limit orders in the book increases moving away
from the midpoint. An increase in density of limit orders implies
a decreased price response to a market order of a given size,
resulting in a concave market impact function.

Although the predictions of the model are qualitatively cor-
rect, from a quantitative point of view, the model predicts a
larger variation with # than we actually observe. Nonetheless, the
model is still quantitatively useful for understanding market
impact, as described below.

A surprising regularity of the average market impact function
is uncovered by simply plotting the data in the nondimensional
coordinates dictated by the model, as shown in Fig. 4. If we view
market impact in standard dimensional units, such as British
pounds or shares, there is large variability from stock to stock;
the story becomes much simpler in nondimensional units.

Fig. 3. Regressions of predicted values based on order flow using Eq. 2 vs.
actual values for the logarithm of the price diffusion rate. The dots show the
average predicted and actual values for each stock averaged over the full
21-mo time period. The solid line is a regression; the dashed line is the
diagonal, with A ! 1 and B ! 0.

Fig. 4. The average market impact as a function of the mean order size. In A,
the price differences and order sizes for each transaction are normalized by the
nondimensional coordinates dictated by the model, computed on a daily basis.
Most of the stocks collapse onto a single curve; there are a few that deviate, but
the deviations are sufficiently small that, given the long-memory nature of the
data and the crosscorrelations among stocks, it is difficult to determine whether
these deviations are statistically significant. This means that we understand the
behavior of the market impact as it varies from stock to stock by a simple
transformationofcoordinates. InB, forcomparison,weplottheordersize inunits
of British pounds against the average logarithmic price shift.

Farmer et al. PNAS " February 8, 2005 " vol. 102 " no. 6 " 2257
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Financial markets: Heterogeneous agents with market 
mediated interactions 
Some of the market characteristics cannot be explained by 
the market structure alone  

 
 
 
 
One solution: take interactions of agents into account! 
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Volatility clustering 

Fat tails of returns 
Power law distribution 
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Financial markets: Heterogeneous agents with market 
mediated interactions 
ABM by Lux and Marchesi (2000) 
§  Fundamentalists 
§  Chartists 
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Financial markets: Heterogeneous agents with market 
mediated interactions 
Details of Lux and Marchesi (2000) 
§  N = nc + nf number of traders constant 
§  Chartists are either optimistic or pessimistic 
§  There is an opinion index x leading to switching 

probabilities π 

§  Switching from fundamentalist to chartist behavior 
§  Prices are adjusted by a market maker 
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Volatility Clustering in Financial Markets 681

agents will consider “flows” explicitly as a source of information, herding and band-
wagon e!ects are a common feature in the model. In addition to the prevalence of
chartist techniques, Frankel and Froot [14] and Liu [26] both found that the weights
placed on chartist or fundamentalist information were not constant over time. As
a striking example, during the dollar bubble of the eighties, dealers became more
and more prone to exclusive reliance on chartist device. According to Frankel and
Froot, this can be explained by switching between strategies according to their
past performance. Following these empirical observations, traders’ switching be-
tween strategies will be a key element of the dynamics.

As the model closely follows the one presented in Lux [30], the exposition of the
details will be kept as short as possible. The model considers the behaviour of an
ensemble of N speculators. These traders may either adhere to chartist or funda-
mentalist practices. The number of chartists at any point in time will be denoted
nc, the number of fundamentalists is nf , nc + nf = N . Furthermore, we distin-
guish between two subgroups of chartists: those with an optimistic disposition and
those who are pessimistic about the market’s development in the near future. The
number of individuals in these groups is denoted by n+ and n!, respectively, and
n+ + n! = nc. The dynamics of the model encapsulates the endogenous switch-
ing of agents between the groups defined above and the price dynamics resulting
from their market activities. Basically, we have three elements constituting the
dynamics:

(1) Chartists switching between optimistic and pessimistic opinion: this element
of the model is inspired by Kirman’s analysis of opinion formation. However, our
approach deviates from his set-up in two aspects. First, while he relies on pairwise
communication, we will allow for interpersonal influence within larger groups, which
may be thought of as a formalisation of the influence of “flows” on individual deci-
sions. Second, the interpersonal factor is supplemented by a second one capturing
the e!ects of “charts” in a very simple manner. The first type of influence is con-
cretised by the individuals considering the majority opinion of others. The second
(chart) component enters via the influence of the actual price trend. If both “sig-
nals” are in contradiction, the incentive to follow the crowd will be weakened, while
if both are in harmony, there will be a strong pressure to believe in the majority’s
being right.

Formally, we use an opinion index x which is defined as the di!erence be-
tween optimistic (n+) and pessimistic chartists (n!) scaled by their total number
(nc = n+ + n!):

x =
n+ ! n!
nc

, x " [!1, 1] . (2.1)

Denoting the price change in continuous time by ṗ = dp/dt and following a con-
venient formalisation for transition probabilities, the probability of a formerly pes-
simistic individual to switch to the optimistic group (!+!) and vice versa (!!+)
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682 T. Lux & M. Marchesi

within some small time interval !t may be written as:

!+! = "1
!nc
N

exp(U1)
"

!!+ = "1
!nc
N

exp(!U1)
" , U1 = #1x+ #2

ṗ

"1
(2.2)

Here, "1 is a parameter for the frequency of revaluation of opinion, and #1 and
#2 are parameters measuring the importance the individuals place on the majority
opinion and actual price trend in forming expectations about future price changes.h

The pressure to re-evaluate behaviour and possibly change to another strategy gets
stronger when the actual development of the market points in a direction which is in
contradiction to the individual’s own expectation. In (2.2) the transitions between
the optimistic and pessimistic subgroup are restricted to a fraction nc/N of all
chartists. To explain this, we have to forestall a bit of the next main ingredient of
the model, that is, switches between chartist and fundamentalist strategy. Namely,
it will be assumed that these behavioural changes are governed by comparison
of profits between individuals of both types meeting each other. This introduces
a dependence of transition probabilities on the number of individuals currently
following a certain strategy. As the simplest way of formalising this dependence,
the chance of meeting an agent from a certain subgroup was assumed to equal the
fraction of the subgroup within the entire population. Hence, a chartist meets a
fundamentalist with probability nf/N [see Eq. (2.3)] and compares the di"erence
in profits between both strategies. As a consequence, only the remaining fraction
of chartists, 1 ! nf/N = nc/N , is not involved in this second type of behavioural
changes and constitutes a pool of possible candidates for changes of opinion. Hence
the inclusion of the term nc/N in Eq. (2.2).

The formalisation (2.2) has a number of parallels in recent literature. In partic-
ular, it is close to the formalisation of the choice of di"erent predictors adopted by
Brock and LeBaron [7] and Brock and Hommes [5]. The key di"erence between our
formalisation and theirs is that they are not concerned with a sluggish process of
changes of fractions of agents within groups. Rather, in their discrete time model,
the distribution of the population at any integer time step could be interpreted as
the final result of such a process of revaluation of choices by the individuals. As in
Youssefmir and Huberman [40] revaluations are assumed to occur asynchronously
in our model. During an infinitesimal time increment !t, the probability for an in-
dividual to switch from pessimistic to optimistic expectations is thus, !+!!t with
the first term being a time-varying function of both x and dp/dt. Similarly, a for-
merly optimistic individual will be found switching in the opposite direction with
(time-varying) probability !!+!t.

hNote that !1 and !2 need not sum up to 1. Furthermore, the change in asset prices has to be
divided by the parameter "1 for the frequency of agents’ revision of expectations since one has to
consider the mean price change over the average interval between successive revisions of opinion.
The same applies to the transition probabilities in Eqs. (2.3) below.
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Financial markets: Heterogeneous agents with market 
mediated interactions 
Results of Lux and Marchesi (2000) 
mainly by computer simulations 
 
§  Clustered volatility due to 

endogenous evolution of 
behavior composition 

§  Prices follow a random walk 

§  Fat tails in the return distribution 
(power law distribution) 
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Volatility Clustering in Financial Markets 689

Fig. 1. Upper part: typical simulated time series of returns. Bottom part: simultaneous develop-
ment of the fraction of chartists, z = nc/N . The broken line indicates the critical value z̄ = 0.65
where a loss of stability is expected. Parameter values underlying this simulation are those of
parameter set I, cf. main text.

Figure 1 shows the time development of returns and z, the fraction of chartist
traders, from a simulation with the following parameters:

Parameter set I:
N = 500, v1 = 3, v2 = 2, ! = 6, Tc(! Ntc) = 10, Tf (! N") = 5,
#1 = 0.6, #2 = 0.2, #3 = 0.5, pf = 10, r = 0.004, R = 0.0004, s = 0.75.
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Financial markets: Heterogeneous agents with direct 
interactions 
ABM allow for more realistic behavior of agents and market 
structures 
§  Behavioral finance 
§  Sophisticated learning 
§  Communication networks 
§  Informational cascades 
§  Epidemic spreading 
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Financial markets: Heterogeneous agents with direct 
interactions 
Learning from ants – Kirman (1993) 
§  Empirical observation: in a symmetric configuration ants 

behave in an asymmetric way 

§  This can be explained as an outcome of direct interaction 
between identical, simple individuals 
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Financial markets: Heterogeneous agents with direct 
interactions 
Kirman’s model (1993) 
§  N ants choose between two sources “black” and “white” 
§  They are recruited individually with probability 1-δ  by 

randomly encountering an ant of the other type 
§  With probability ε they switch the source without interaction 
§  This defines the following Markov process for the number 

of ants k choosing the black source 
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probability E that the first will change his own color independently 
before meeting anyone. The probability E is technically necessary to 
prevent the process getting "stuck" at k = 0 or k = N. It is always 
considered as small and in particular, when N the number of ants 
becomes large, E goes to zero.9 When I interpret the model in terms 
of traders holding views, for example, this self-conversion may be 
thought of either as due to the arrival of exogenous "news" or the 
replacement of an existing trader by a new one who does not 
necessarily share the same view. 

The dynamic evolution of the process is then given by 

k + 1 with probabilityp = P(kk + 1) 
/ k\ k 

/= E1-j)(e + (1-8)N- 

(1) k 
k - 1 with probabilityp2 = P(k,k - 1) 

k N - k 
NE + (1 --8) N- 

All that is necessary for our purpose is thatp1 + P2 ? 1, and this is 
guaranteed if N is greater than two and e is small enough. Of 
course, k will stay unchanged with prohabilityp3 = 1 - P1 - P2. 

This simple Markov chain is related to several standard urn 
models, in particular to Polya's urn, model. There are two special 
cases. 

In the first, E = 1/2 and 6 = 1, there is no interaction, and the 
first person chooses his group randomly with equal probability. 
This is the Ehrenfest urn model with an equilibrium distribution 
that is binomial, [i(k) = [n/k]2-n (k = 0, . .. , n). 

Second, E- =- = 0 (in this case, the first person always moves 
with certainty to the second's group). In this case the process is a 
martingale with final absorption in k = 0 or k = N, with prob 
[absorption- in k = NI initial state = ko] = k0IN. For an interesting 
class of general cases, see Arthur, Ermoliev, and Kamovski [1985]. 
What is of interest here is the equilibrium distribution [(k),k = 
(0,1, .. , N) of the Markov chain defined in (1). That is, we wish to 
know what proportion of the time will the system spend in each 

9. Consider the following scheme: an ant converts with probability E. If no 
conversion takes place, then a second ant is drawn, and the first converts to the 
second's group with probability y. Then 8 in our expression is given by 8 = 
(1 - y + YE). 
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interactions 
Kirman’s model: results 
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FIGURE IIb 

100,000 meetings, every fiftieth plotted, E = 0.002, 8 = 0.01. 

In concluding the presentation of the model, it is important to 
emphasize one thing. The stochastic process presented here gives 
the probability of moving from one state to another, where a state 
is defined by the proportion of ants exploiting each source. None of 
these states is, itself, an equilibrium. The only meaningful equilib- 
rium is the equilibrium distribution of the process, that is, the 
proportion of time it spends in each state. This is not then a 
situation with multiple equilibria, in the normal sense, since every 
state is always revisited, and there is no convergence to any 
particular state. 

OBSERVATIONS 

An important observation is that the characteristics of the 
process just modeled might be thought of as being due to a very 
special feature of the first experiment conducted by Pasteels et al. 
The apparently innocent assertion that the two food sources are 
identical is not in fact really correct, although even to those 
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interactions 
The “Black Monday” 1987 
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interactions 
Direct imitation is a strong force (cf. social influence chapters) 
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Thy Neighbor’s Portfolio: Word-of-Mouth Effects
in the Holdings and Trades of Money Managers

HARRISON HONG, JEFFREY D. KUBIK, and JEREMY C. STEIN!

ABSTRACT

A mutual fund manager is more likely to buy (or sell) a particular stock in any quarter
if other managers in the same city are buying (or selling) that same stock. This pattern
shows up even when the fund manager and the stock in question are located far apart,
so it is distinct from anything having to do with local preference. The evidence can
be interpreted in terms of an epidemic model in which investors spread information
about stocks to one another by word of mouth.

IN THIS PAPER, WE EXPLORE THE HYPOTHESIS that investors spread information and
ideas about stocks to one another directly, through word-of-mouth communica-
tion. This hypothesis comes up frequently in informal accounts of the behav-
ior of the stock market.1 For example, in his bestseller Irrational Exuberance,
Shiller (2000) devotes an entire chapter to the subject of “Herd Behavior and
Epidemics,” and writes

A fundamental observation about human society is that people who
communicate regularly with one another think similarly. There is at any
place and in any time a Zeitgeist, a spirit of the times. . . . Word-of-mouth
transmission of ideas appears to be an important contributor to day-to-day
or hour-to-hour stock market fluctuations. (pp. 148, 155)

However, in spite of its familiarity, this hypothesis about word-of-mouth in-
formation transmission has received little direct support in stock market data.2

!Hong is from Princeton University, Kubik is from Syracuse University, and Stein is from both
Harvard University and the National Bureau of Economic Research. Thanks to the National Sci-
ence Foundation for research support, and to Rebecca Brunson and Ravi Pillai for research assis-
tance. We are also grateful for comments and suggestions from Julian Abdey, Malcolm Baker, Gene
D’Avolio, Chip Fortson, Rick Green, Rafael LaPorta, Karl Lins, Burton Malkiel, Anna Scherbina,
Andrei Shleifer, Jeff Wurgler, and the referee, as well as from seminar participants at Harvard
Business School, Boston College, the University of Texas, New York University, Columbia, North-
western, Maryland, the University of Southern California, Penn State, Syracuse, and the Western
Finance Association meetings.

1 See, for example, Ellison and Fudenberg (1995) for a formal model of word-of-mouth learning.
2 However, recent work has done much to advance the more general proposition that local peer

group effects can have important consequences for a number of other economic outcomes, including
educational attainment and participation in crime. See, for example, Case and Katz (1991), Glaeser,
Sacerdote, and Scheinkman (1996), and Bertrand, Luttmer, and Mullainathan (2000); Glaeser and
Scheinkman (2002) provide a survey with more references. Relatedly, Dumais, Ellison, and Glaeser
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Financial markets: Heterogeneous agents with direct 
interactions 
Iori (2002) builds a model of a financial market with  
§  Risky and riskfree assets 
§  Heterogeneous agents with idiosyncratic information, 

beliefs and behavior 
§  Simple learning 
§  Communication to nearest neighbors 
§  Imitation of agents 
§  Trading frictions 
§  Different time-scales 
§  A market maker clearing orders 
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Financial markets: Heterogeneous agents with direct 
interactions 
In each time period agents “consult” with their neighbors 
§  Agent i receives an aggregate signal Y 

§  Based on this signal they behave as 
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and faces the same constraints on selling short and buying long as the traders but does not
face the unit trade constraint.
The agents’ decision making is driven by idiosyncratic noise and the influence of their

nearest neighbors. The former is observed only once in each trading period but information
about the latter can be updated repeatedly within a period. We shall use t to denote a trading
period and t̃ to denote intra-period time. At the beginning of each period, each agent i

receives an idiosyncratic signal !i (t)which describes shocks to his personal preference and
is held constant throughout the period. The distribution of !i is uniform over the interval
[!1, 1].
In addition, within each time period he repeatedly exchanges information with his nearest

neighbors. We use the term “consultation round” to denote a round of intra-period com-
munication between agents. In each consultation round each agent receives a signal Sj (t̃)

from his nearest neighbors. Note that each Sj (t̃) denotes a temporary choice which can get
updated from a consultation round to the next. Therefore, within each consultation round
each agent receives an aggregate signal Yi(t̃)

Yi(t̃) =
!

"i,j#
JijSj (t̃) + A!i (t) (1)

"i, j# denotes that the sum is taken over the set of nearest neighbors of agent i. Jij measures
the influence that is exercised on agent i by the action Sj of his neighbor j . Jij could in
principle be asymmetric but in this model only symmetric cases are considered.
As is well known in statistical physics, the behavior of the system is affected by the

different choices for the Jij in Eq. (1). If Jij = 0 then the traders actions are uncorrelated
with each other. Taking all Jij = 1 leads instead to the Ising model where, at a low level
of the idiosyncratic noise, the traders would reach the same selling/buying decisions and
generate very large fluctuations in the stock prices. Alternatively, taking Jij = 1 with
probability p and Jij = 0 with probability 1!p we would be in the framework of the bond
percolation model (Sahimi, 1994) considered in Cont and Bouchaud (1999) and Stauffer
and Sornette (1999). It is well known that this model is characterized by a percolation
threshold pc such that when p < pc the system decomposes into disconnected clusters
of agents. A cluster consists of agents which mutually imitate each other but there is no
communication across clusters. Above pc a very large cluster appears which dominates the
system. At p = pc clusters of all sizes form. The number of clusters containing s agents
decreases with s as a power law. This is the feature underlying the power law distribution of
returns in the Cont and Bouchaud model. Finally choosing the Jij as Gaussian distributed
random variables, we would have an analogy with spin-glasses (Mezard et al., 1987). In
these systems the structure of the phase space is extremely complicated with many possible
stable and meta-stable states hierarchically organized. In our model the main results will
be based on assuming Jij = 1 with p = 1 but cases where p = 0 and 0 < p < 1 will also
be considered.
Under frictionless trading each agent would buy at the slightest positive signal and sell

at the slightest negative one. We depart from this benchmark by assuming a trade friction
which leads a fraction of the agents to being inactive in any time period. This friction can be
interpreted, for example, as a transaction cost which is specific to each agent. Alternatively
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it could be interpreted as an imperfect capacity to access information. Formally we model
this friction as an individual activation threshold which each agent’s signal must exceed
to induce him to trade. Each agent compares the signal he receives with his individual
threshold, !i (t), and undertakes the decision

Si(t̃) =

!

"

"

#

"

"

$

1, if Yi(t̃) ! !i (t)

0, if !i (t) < Yi(t̃) < !i (t)

"1, if !i (t̃ ) ! "!i (t)

(2)

The !i (t) are chosen initially from a Gaussian distribution, with initial variance "! (0)
and zero mean. Agents’ heterogeneity enters through the distribution of thresholds. The
homogeneous traders scenario can be recovered in the limit when "! = 0. For each agent
!i (t) is held constant throughout a trading period but is adjusted over time proportionally
with movements in the stock price.
Initially agents whose idiosyncratic signal exceeds their individual thresholds make a

decision to buy or sell and subsequently influence their neighbors’ according to Eq. (2).
The decision of each trader is updated sequentially following the rule in Eqs. (1) and (2).
Holding the value of #i (t) and !i (t) fixed, Yi(t̃) and Si(t̃) are iterated until they converge
to a final value Si(t) for each trader. We checked that convergence was always reached in
our simulations.
Once the decision process has converged, traders place their orders simultaneously to

the market maker and trade takes place at a single price. The market maker determines the
aggregate demand, D(t), and supply, Z(t), of stocks at time t

D(t) =
%

i:Si(t)>0
Si(t), Z(t) = "

%

i:Si(t)<0
Si(t)

and the trading volume V (t) = Z(t) + D(t), and adjusts the stock prices according to

P(t + 1) = P(t)

&

D(t)

Z(t)

'$

(3)

where

$ = a
V (t)

L2
(4)

L2 is the number of traders and represents themaximum number of stocks that can be traded
in any time step.
The price adjustment rule reflects an asymmetric reaction of the market maker to imbal-

ance orders placed in periods of high versus low activity in the market and is consistent
with the empirically observed positive correlation between absolute price returns and trading
volume.
The market volatility can be defined as the absolute value of relative returns

r(t) = log
P(t)

P (t " 1)
, " (t) = |r(t)| (5)
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interactions 
From one period to the next 
§  The market maker adjusts prices according to 

§  Agents adapt their behavior 
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it could be interpreted as an imperfect capacity to access information. Formally we model
this friction as an individual activation threshold which each agent’s signal must exceed
to induce him to trade. Each agent compares the signal he receives with his individual
threshold, !i (t), and undertakes the decision

Si(t̃) =

!

"

"

#

"

"

$

1, if Yi(t̃) ! !i (t)

0, if !i (t) < Yi(t̃) < !i (t)

"1, if !i (t̃ ) ! "!i (t)

(2)

The !i (t) are chosen initially from a Gaussian distribution, with initial variance "! (0)
and zero mean. Agents’ heterogeneity enters through the distribution of thresholds. The
homogeneous traders scenario can be recovered in the limit when "! = 0. For each agent
!i (t) is held constant throughout a trading period but is adjusted over time proportionally
with movements in the stock price.
Initially agents whose idiosyncratic signal exceeds their individual thresholds make a

decision to buy or sell and subsequently influence their neighbors’ according to Eq. (2).
The decision of each trader is updated sequentially following the rule in Eqs. (1) and (2).
Holding the value of #i (t) and !i (t) fixed, Yi(t̃) and Si(t̃) are iterated until they converge
to a final value Si(t) for each trader. We checked that convergence was always reached in
our simulations.
Once the decision process has converged, traders place their orders simultaneously to

the market maker and trade takes place at a single price. The market maker determines the
aggregate demand, D(t), and supply, Z(t), of stocks at time t

D(t) =
%

i:Si(t)>0
Si(t), Z(t) = "

%

i:Si(t)<0
Si(t)

and the trading volume V (t) = Z(t) + D(t), and adjusts the stock prices according to

P(t + 1) = P(t)

&

D(t)

Z(t)

'$

(3)

where

$ = a
V (t)

L2
(4)

L2 is the number of traders and represents themaximum number of stocks that can be traded
in any time step.
The price adjustment rule reflects an asymmetric reaction of the market maker to imbal-

ance orders placed in periods of high versus low activity in the market and is consistent
with the empirically observed positive correlation between absolute price returns and trading
volume.
The market volatility can be defined as the absolute value of relative returns

r(t) = log
P(t)

P (t " 1)
, " (t) = |r(t)| (5)
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Price changes lead to an adjustment of next period’s thresholds, !i (t + 1)

!i (t + 1) = !i (t)
P (t)

P (t ! 1)
(6)

This endogenously generated dynamics, where thresholds follow the local price trend,
conserves the symmetry in the probability of buying versus selling. Note that there is a
memory effect in the readjustment mechanism for thresholds, i.e. next period’s threshold
is proportional to last period’s one and not to the initial one.
The response of thresholds to prices induces a negative correlation between trading

volume and lagged price changes. Empirical results on the price–volume relashionship are
not very clear and seem to differ frommarket tomarket (O’Hara, 1995). In a theoretical paper
(Orosel, 1998) introduced an overlapping generation model where market participation
covaries positively with share prices. This situation could also be considered in our model
by reversing the threshold adjustment mechanism. Indeed the results of our model are not
affected by this choice.
Our choice of the adjustment mechanism is motivated primarily by the fact that if !i arise

from transaction costs, such as brokerage commissions, these are proportional to stock
prices. Moreover empirically (Campbell et al., 1993), an asymmetric leverage effect, i.e. a
larger responses of volatility to negative as against positive price changes, has been observed.
Our model accords with this observation. Finally a direct interpretation of the asymmetric
change of trading volume to the direction of price change could also be attempted, when
prices fall by a large amount agents are more likely to become aware and to react to it than
when prices rise or stay constant. Casual empiricism suggests that news of a collapse in
stock prices is given disproportionate prominence in the media.

3. Simulations and results

The outcomes of the model for different values of the parameters were simulated numer-
ically. We centered our analysis on the statistical properties of the probability distribution
of stock returns and on the auto-correlation of market volatility.
The dimension of the lattice was set at L = 1 0 0. Each agent was initially given the

same amount of stocks Ni(0) = 1 0 0 and of cash Mi(0) = 1 0 0P(0), where P(0) = 1.
The market maker was given a number of stocks, Nm, which was a multiple m = 10 of
the number of traders (L2) and an equivalent amount of cash. During the simulations, a
record was kept that each agent has sufficient cash when he buys a stock and at least one
stock when he sells. This was done to ensure that constraints on selling short and buying
long were never violated. It was also checked that the market maker always has sufficient
inventories to satisfy demand for both money and stocks.
The initial value of the thresholds’ variance was set at "! (0) = 1. The coefficient A in

Eq. (1) was fixed at A = 0.2.
For comparison purposes we deviated from the model as described above in certain

instances. These will be discussed as they arise. In presenting the results of simulations we
first address the issue of volatility clustering and then the issue of scaling and multi-scaling
in the distribution of returns.
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Financial markets: Heterogeneous agents with direct 
interactions 
Tedeschi et al. (2012) analyze the effects of endogenous 
dynamic network formation 
§  Risky and riskfree assets 
§  Order book 
§  Expectations as observable 
§  Dynamic and endogenous fitness-based imitation 

Questions: 
§  Can we observe the emergence of a George Soros? 
§  Do “social traders” outperform chartists or fundamentalists? 
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Fig. 1. Network configuration for w = 0.1 (the guru is agent 108) (left side), for w = 0.5 (the guru is agent 78) (centre) and for w = 1 (the guru is agent 6)
(right  side).
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Fig. 2. The complementary cumulative distribution (CCD) of the normalized in-degree (left side) and the complementary cumulative distribution (CCD) of
the  normalized fitness (right side) for w = 0.1 (black line), w = 0.5 (red line) and w = 1.0 (green line). Colors are available on the web side version.

3.1. The network

In Fig. 1 we plot one shot of the configuration of the endogenous network for w = 0.1, w = 0.5 and w = 1.0. The graphs
show that few gurus could co-exist and compete for popularity. As w increases the network becomes less and less centralized
with a higher number of smaller gurus. We  can immediately notice how the network structure depends on the imitation
level w. Links are formed according to preferential attachment and relative wealth in Eq. (1),  but these are independent of
w.  The weight w, however, affects the profits of the guru and his followers and, thus, the network formation.

Moreover the topology of the network is different from that of the random graph studied extensively by Erdős and Rényi
(1960). While in an Erdos–Reny random graph the in-degree10 has a Binomial (or Poisson) distribution, in real world networks
some agents are found to have a disproportionately large number of incoming links while others have very few. In Fig. 2
we plot the complementary cumulative distribution (CCD) of the normalized in-degree (left side) and the complementary
cumulative distribution (CCD) of the normalized fitness (right side) for w = 0.1 (black line), w = 0.5 (red line) and w = 1.0
(green line). The distribution of in degree in our model, when imitation is large, is in keeping with that of scale-free networks
and displays a ‘fat tail’.

In Table 2 we plot the index of the current guru (black solid line), the percentage of incoming links to the current guru
(red dotted line) and the fitness of the current guru (green dashed line), for different w, as function of the time. The figure
shows that agents alternate as the guru during the simulation (black solid line). In fact, as the guru acquires an increasing

9 We have tested the stability of our results and verified that the model shows a qualitatively similar behaviour for a range of values of the parameters.
10 In directed graphs, there is the in-degree, number of edges pointed to it, and out-degree, number of edges pointing away from it. Note, the out-degree

of  an agent defined by those edges starting from i gives the number of his first order neighbours that, in our model, are constrained to be one.

Financial markets: Heterogeneous agents with direct 
interactions 
The communication network of Tedeschi et al. (2012) 
 
§  One outgoing directed link per agent 

§  Fitness-based rewiring 

§  Agents know how many  
“followers” they have 
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Wt=0 = Ct=0 + pt=0St=0. As time goes by, some traders may  become richer than others. As a measure of agents’ success we
define their fitness at time t as their wealth relative to the wealth Wmax

t of the richest agent imax:

f i
t =

Wi
t

Wmax
t

. (1)

Each agent i starts with one outgoing link with a random agent j, and possibly with some incoming links from other agents.
Links are rewinded at the beginning of each period, in the following way: each agent i cuts its outgoing link, with agent k,
and forms a new link, with a randomly chosen agent j, with a probability

pi
r = 1

1 + e!ˇi(f j
t !f k

t )
,

or keep its existing link with probability 1 ! pi
r . The rewind algorithm is designed so that successful traders, here called gurus,

gain a higher number of incoming links and thus have a higher probability of being imitated. Nonetheless the algorithm
introduces a certain amount of randomness, and links with more successful agent have a finite probability to be cut in favour
of links with less successful agents. In this way we model imperfect information and bounded rationality of agents. The
randomness also helps unlocking the system from the situation where all agents link to the same guru.

2.2. The expectation formation mechanism

Trading happens over a number of periods tk, with k = 1, . . . T. At the beginning of each trading period tk, agents make
idiosyncratic expectations about the spot return, r̂i

tk,tk+! in the interval (tk, tk + !). We  assume that agents are not informed
and have random expectation about future returns. We  also assume that agents are heterogeneous in that they have different
forecasts of the returns’ volatility, "i

t . Idiosyncratic expected returns are thus given by

r̂i
tk,tk+! = "i

tk
#i

tk
, (2)

where "i
tk

is a positive, agent specific, constant and #t " N(0, 1) is a normal noise.
After individual expectations are generated, a consultation round starts during which agents sequentially, and in a random

order, revise their expectations. The revised expected return is obtained by weighing agent i’s own expectation with that of
agent j to which i is linked to

ri
tk,tk+! = wr̂i

tk,tk+! + (1 ! w)r̂j
tk,tk+!, (3)

where w measures the impact that agent j’s expectation has on the agent i’s expectation. When w is equal to zero, i trusts
completely the opinions of j, while, when w is equal to one, i considers exclusively his own opinion and agents decisions are
fully independent from each other. At the end of each period tk, after trading has taken place, agents expectations are reset
to random values. We  stress that in the model imitation is purely expectation based, and agents do not observe the actions
of others. This choice is motivated by the fact that in a real market the order book is not normally fully visible to traders, and
that the order submission is anonymous.

While our agents do not have a priori information about price movements, they do acquire some information via the imi-
tation mechanism. An agent who realizes to have several incoming links knows (when w is small) he will be able to influence
the decisions of several others, and can better predict future demand. Highly popular agents thus become overoptimistic or
overpessimistic. This effect is incorporated in the model by assuming that the volatility of forecasted returns is proportional
to the number of incoming links and to the weights w, such that

"i
tk

= "i
0(1 + li,tk

(1 ! w)), (4)

where li,tk
in the percentage of existing links that point to agent i at time tk. The values of "i

0 are chosen, with uniform
probability, in the interval (0, "0).

2.3. The market

This section describes the order placement mechanism which is based on the order-driven market used in Chiarella et al.
(2009).

Our N traders can either place market orders, which are immediately executed at the current best listed price, or they
can place limit orders. Limit orders are stored in the exchange’s book and executed using time priority at a given price and
price priority across prices. A transaction occurs when a market order hits a quote on the opposite side of the market.
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gain a higher number of incoming links and thus have a higher probability of being imitated. Nonetheless the algorithm
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of links with less successful agents. In this way we model imperfect information and bounded rationality of agents. The
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to random values. We  stress that in the model imitation is purely expectation based, and agents do not observe the actions
of others. This choice is motivated by the fact that in a real market the order book is not normally fully visible to traders, and
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the decisions of several others, and can better predict future demand. Highly popular agents thus become overoptimistic or
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to random values. We  stress that in the model imitation is purely expectation based, and agents do not observe the actions
of others. This choice is motivated by the fact that in a real market the order book is not normally fully visible to traders, and
that the order submission is anonymous.

While our agents do not have a priori information about price movements, they do acquire some information via the imi-
tation mechanism. An agent who realizes to have several incoming links knows (when w is small) he will be able to influence
the decisions of several others, and can better predict future demand. Highly popular agents thus become overoptimistic or
overpessimistic. This effect is incorporated in the model by assuming that the volatility of forecasted returns is proportional
to the number of incoming links and to the weights w, such that
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in the percentage of existing links that point to agent i at time tk. The values of "i

0 are chosen, with uniform
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2.3. The market

This section describes the order placement mechanism which is based on the order-driven market used in Chiarella et al.
(2009).

Our N traders can either place market orders, which are immediately executed at the current best listed price, or they
can place limit orders. Limit orders are stored in the exchange’s book and executed using time priority at a given price and
price priority across prices. A transaction occurs when a market order hits a quote on the opposite side of the market.

At the beginning of each period, traders make expectations about the price at the end of a given time horizon ! (that we
take to be the same for all traders). The future price expected at time tk + ! by agent i is given by
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Fig. 1. Network configuration for w = 0.1 (the guru is agent 108) (left side), for w = 0.5 (the guru is agent 78) (centre) and for w = 1 (the guru is agent 6)
(right  side).
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Fig. 2. The complementary cumulative distribution (CCD) of the normalized in-degree (left side) and the complementary cumulative distribution (CCD) of
the  normalized fitness (right side) for w = 0.1 (black line), w = 0.5 (red line) and w = 1.0 (green line). Colors are available on the web side version.

3.1. The network

In Fig. 1 we plot one shot of the configuration of the endogenous network for w = 0.1, w = 0.5 and w = 1.0. The graphs
show that few gurus could co-exist and compete for popularity. As w increases the network becomes less and less centralized
with a higher number of smaller gurus. We  can immediately notice how the network structure depends on the imitation
level w. Links are formed according to preferential attachment and relative wealth in Eq. (1),  but these are independent of
w.  The weight w, however, affects the profits of the guru and his followers and, thus, the network formation.

Moreover the topology of the network is different from that of the random graph studied extensively by Erdős and Rényi
(1960). While in an Erdos–Reny random graph the in-degree10 has a Binomial (or Poisson) distribution, in real world networks
some agents are found to have a disproportionately large number of incoming links while others have very few. In Fig. 2
we plot the complementary cumulative distribution (CCD) of the normalized in-degree (left side) and the complementary
cumulative distribution (CCD) of the normalized fitness (right side) for w = 0.1 (black line), w = 0.5 (red line) and w = 1.0
(green line). The distribution of in degree in our model, when imitation is large, is in keeping with that of scale-free networks
and displays a ‘fat tail’.

In Table 2 we plot the index of the current guru (black solid line), the percentage of incoming links to the current guru
(red dotted line) and the fitness of the current guru (green dashed line), for different w, as function of the time. The figure
shows that agents alternate as the guru during the simulation (black solid line). In fact, as the guru acquires an increasing

9 We  have tested the stability of our results and verified that the model shows a qualitatively similar behaviour for a range of values of the parameters.
10 In directed graphs, there is the in-degree, number of edges pointed to it, and out-degree, number of edges pointing away from it. Note, the out-degree

of  an agent defined by those edges starting from i gives the number of his first order neighbours that, in our model, are constrained to be one.
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Table 2
The index of current guru (black solid line), the percentage of incoming link to current guru (red dotted line) and fitness of current guru (green dashed
line) for w = 0.1 (top left side), w = 0.5 (top right side) and w = 1 (bottom left side). Average Guru’s live as a function of w (bottom right side). Colors are
available on the web side version.
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number of links (red dotted line), one or more of his followers may  become richer than the guru himself, as signalled by the
fact that the fitness (green dashed line) of the guru becomes, at times, smaller than 1. As other agents become rich they start
to be imitated more and more and eventually one of them becomes the new guru.

The stability (or average life) of the guru becomes longer as imitation increases (i.e. w decreases) as shown in Table 2
(bottom right side).

The evolution of our interaction network is in line with other works (Brock and Hommes, 1998; Lux, 1998; LeBaron and
Yamamoto, 2009; Gerasymchuk et al., 2010), showing that a switching, driven by profits, creates interesting dynamics.

3.2. Wealth analysis

In Table 3 we compare the different performances, in terms of wealth, of the guru (black line), his direct followers (red
line) and the rest of the traders (green line) for the same parameters as in Table 2. Comparing Tables 2 and 3 we  observe
that the wealth of the guru increases with the imitation (i.e. decreasing w) and that the gap between the wealth of the guru
and the wealth of the rest of the system (both followers and non followers) widens with the level of imitation. This result
is better quantified by Table 3 (bottom right side) that shows the average wealth, over all times and all simulations, of the
gurus (black line), followers (red line) and rest of the system (green line) as a function of w.

Our findings are in line with theoretical models and laboratory experiments on noise traders (see Hommes, 2006, for a
survey of the relevant literature). All these works have proved that aggressive zero-intelligence agents gain higher profits
thanks to herding behaviors.
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Yamamoto, 2009; Gerasymchuk et al., 2010), showing that a switching, driven by profits, creates interesting dynamics.

3.2. Wealth analysis

In Table 3 we compare the different performances, in terms of wealth, of the guru (black line), his direct followers (red
line) and the rest of the traders (green line) for the same parameters as in Table 2. Comparing Tables 2 and 3 we  observe
that the wealth of the guru increases with the imitation (i.e. decreasing w) and that the gap between the wealth of the guru
and the wealth of the rest of the system (both followers and non followers) widens with the level of imitation. This result
is better quantified by Table 3 (bottom right side) that shows the average wealth, over all times and all simulations, of the
gurus (black line), followers (red line) and rest of the system (green line) as a function of w.

Our findings are in line with theoretical models and laboratory experiments on noise traders (see Hommes, 2006, for a
survey of the relevant literature). All these works have proved that aggressive zero-intelligence agents gain higher profits
thanks to herding behaviors.
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Table 4
Average time (t) at which the guru’s wealth (Wg) dominates the two competitive strategies (chartists (Wc) & fundamentalists (Wf)) across 10 Monte Carlo
simulations of T = 10, 000 periods at different level of w.

Imitation level w = 0.1 w = 0.5 w = 1
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Fig. 9. Highest value of guru’s in-coming links (left side) and guru’s life (right side) averaged over 10 simulations as a function of w for the baseline model
(black  solid line), the case with chartist strategies (red dotted line), the case with fundamentalist strategies (green dashed line). Colors are available in the
web  side version.

where rtk
is the chartists’ expected trend based on the observations of the average spot returns over last ! time steps,

as defined in Eq. (12). The following results reproduce the outcome of 10 simulation runs of 10,000 steps for different
levels of imitation w. In Table 4 (first raw) we report the average time at which gurus wealth dominates the wealth of the
chartists. For high levels of imitation, w = 0.1, the guru15 performs quickly better than chartists. In an intermediate scenario
of imitation, w = 0.5, competition between guru and chartists becomes tighter and the two strategies initially appear to be
equivalent. Also in this case, however, the guru eventually prevails over chartists. Only in the absence of herding, w = 1,
myopic strategies are the most successful over the ten full simulation runs. This is due to the fact that, with no imitation,
prices have a mean-reverting behaviour and chartist strategies succeed at forecasting future price movements from past
trends. Nonethelss, as imitation increases, with the guru randomly choosing the direction of his trades at each time step,
price fluctuations become uncorrelated over time and past trends cannot predict anymore future price movements. Overall
the average percentage of guru’s incoming links is lower than in the baseline model and the average life of the guru shorter,
as shown in Fig. 9. A simple myopic strategy, therefore, is not sufficient to destroy the impact of herding, but reduces the
guru influence on the market.

In a second exercise, we add to the model 10 fundamentalists, f. Such as chartists, fundamentalists do not imitate and are
not imitated by other agents. They form an expectation about the spot return, r̂f

tk,tk+! , in the interval (tk, tk + !), as follow

r̂f
tk,tk+! = 1

!
ln

!
pf

pt

"
(16)

where pf is the fundamental value and ! is the time scale at which fundamentalists expect the price to mean revert to the
fundamental level. The equilibrium level is calculated separately for each simulation run, by pre-running each simulation
for 1000 steps in the absence of herding and of fundamentalist strategies. Once the equilibrium level has been determined,
we assume that the fundamentalists know it and take it is the fundamental price. In Table 4 (second row) we report the
average time at which gurus wealth dominates the wealth of the fundamentalist. When imitation is very high, the guru and
the fundamentalists compete among themselves for long time periods, until the guru manages to attract many followers,
and gains over the rest of the system. Increasing w, however, fundamentalists predominate over the system. Even more than
in the case of chartists, the presence of fundamentalist reduces the influence of the guru on the system, the guru does not
perform sufficiently well to attract a large number of followers and his life time becomes shorter than in the baseline model
(as shown in Fig. 9).

15 While not reported in the table for this level of w also the guru’ followers perform better than the chartists.
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Figure 3 | The network of the top borrowers. Nodes represent financial institutions (selected as explained in the text). Outgoing links represent the
estimated potential impact of an institution to another one (see Methods). The nodes are positioned within a circle of radius 1, centred in 0. The distance
of each node from the center is 1{R D! "i , while the angle increases linearly with R(D) from 0 to 10p. Thus, the closer a node is to the center the higher is its
DebtRank (the intuition here is its centrality). A node in the center (DebtRank 5 1) is able to put under distress the entire economic value of the network.
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to compare the importance of any two given nodes. The size and the color of the node reflects the DebtRank value (larger and red nodes have higher
DebtRank). The color of a link reflects the DebtRank of the node from which it originates (red links originate from node with high DebtRank and make
high impact to the destination nodes). (a) Period one, at the beginning of the crisis (see also inset of Fig. 2a). Most of the nodes have low levels of
DebtRank, i.e., they are located close to the border. (b) Period four (peak of the crisis). Nodes have comparable levels of Debt Rank. However, they are also
much more central, i.e., they can impact a large fraction of the total economic value. A single default is likely to trigger a systemic failure.

Figure 4 | Debt Rank, asset size and fragility. Scatter plot of DebtRank versus asset size, measured as a fraction (in %) of the total of the asset size in the
network. For sake of simplicity, in the experiment, asset size was assumed constant during the time span of the data. Notice that institutions such as UBS,
or CITIGROUP alone account for almost 10% of the total assets. The size of each bubble is proportional to the outstanding debt of the institution while
the color reflects its fragility, defined as the ratio of debt over market capitalization in the given period, as in the previous section. (a) Period one. Since the
outstanding debt was very low or zero, most nodes appear small and have levels of DebtRank below 0.3, but comparable among each other. (b) Period
four. Many institutions have a Debt Rank larger then 0.5, i.e. each can impact, alone, the majority of the economic value in the network. The outstanding
debt in this period is close to the peak for all the institutions, as reflected by the size of the bubbles. Notice, also a higher fragility, most bubbles are red,
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when the level of risk diversification of agents is such that they are embedded in a densely connected network of mutual
liabilities, the financial system becomes very unstable and prone to frequent and large crises.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the model of the evolution of financial robustness and the
results on the probability of individual defaults. Section 3 describes the dynamics of default cascade and the probability of
systemic defaults. Section 4 concludes.

2. A dynamic model of financial robustness

In this section we introduce a minimalistic dynamic model describing the evolution of the financial robustness of
agents connected in a network of credit relations. Similar to Hull and White (2001) and Zhou (1997), financial robustness
of agent i plays here the role of an indicator of the agent’s creditworthiness or distance to default. We think of it as an
equity to total asset ratio and we denote it as Zi 2 !0;1", with Zi # 0 indicating bankruptcy. In line with the literature on the
distance to default, we formulate the model in terms of a system of stochastic differential equations (SDEs) describing the
evolution in time of all the Zi. The interest of this approach comes from the possibility of applying well-known standard
methods to compute the expected first passage time at 0 and thus the probability of default of an agent taking into account
the dynamics of the other agents.3

2.1. Financial acceleration

Our aim is to develop a model that captures at the same time two important mechanisms present in a financial
network. The first mechanism, which we call financial acceleration, refers to the fact that current variations in equity
depend on past variations in equity itself. This occurs in at least two scenarios. In the first one (see e.g., in Morris and Shin,
2008), an agent is hit by a shock due to a loss of market value of some securities in her portfolio. If such shock is large
enough, so that some of her creditors claim their funds back, the agent is forced to liquidate at least part of her portfolio to
reimburse debt. If the securities are sold below the market price, the asset side of the balance sheet decreases more than
the liability side and the agent’s fragility – i.e. leverage – goes up unintentionally. This situation can lead to a spiral of
losses and decreasing robustness. At a macro-economic level, this corresponds to the procyclical nature of leverage (Morris
and Shin, 2008; Brunnermeier, 2008; Brunnermeier and Pederson, 2009). A second scenario is the one in which when the
agent is hit by a shock at time t, her creditors make credit conditions harsher at t$1. Indeed, it is well documented that
lenders ask a higher external finance premium when the borrowers’ financial conditions worsen (Bernanke et al., 1999).
Stricter credit conditions can be considered an additional shock hitting the borrower in t$1.

If we translate this idea in terms of SDE (Gardiner, 2004; Oksendal and Karsten, 1998), the financial acceleration can be
seen as a jump term that depends on the past realizations of robustness itself. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict here
the dependence at time t on the past only to one point in time t%t (with t40). We have in mind a situation in which the
robustness of an agent evolves daily, due to the change in market value of its assets. However, typically, the conditional
shock associated with financial acceleration occurs each quarter, when the financial situation of the agent is made public
and, for instance, the rating of the agent is revised downwards.

Therefore, we assume that a jump possibly occurs only at each discrete time t 2 N , depending on the past realization of
robustness at the discrete time t%t (with t 2 N ). We then have the following jump-diffusion equation:

dZi # s dxi$h&t' dN &1'

with

dN#
X

t2N
d&t0%t' &2'

In the above equations s is the standard deviation of the idiosyncratic shocks hitting agent i, dxi denotes the Wiener
process and d&t0%t' is the Dirac delta-function.4

We further assume that i’s partners react whenever there is a decrease of i’s robustness perceived as ‘‘atypical’’, given
the current market conditions. In other words, the penalty depends only on the change in robustness and not on its
absolute level.5 Thus, we define

h&t' #
%a if Zi&t%dt'%Zi&t%dt%t'o%Est,

0 otherwise

!
&3'

3 Indeed, if we were to focus exclusively on the present discounted value of the bankruptcy costs, we would only need to study the value of the
moment generating function of the first passage time.

4 By definition then, the integral
R t$dt

t%dt dt0 ,t dt0 equals 1 on any interval including t and equals 0 on any interval not including t. This means that in Eq.
(2) the jump contributes to the variation of Zi only at discrete times.

5 There are of course other ways to model how partners react to the signal of distress coming from i, resulting in various functional forms of h.
Another option would be for instance to assume that a penalty is triggered whenever the firm robustness goes below a certain threshold. This however,
requires to make a choice about the proportion of firms that are initially born above or below such a threshold, thus complicating the scenario. A general
investigation of the impact of the functional form of h would be certainly of interest but is beyond the scope of the present work.
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Proposition 2. Consider the evolution of robustness of Eq. (5), with initial condition Zi!0" # 1, in the presence of the financial
acceleration defined by Eq. (3). Then, the probability of default increases monotonically with the intensity a of the financial
acceleration.

2.2. Interdependence

A priori it is not clear at all how the default probability is affected when agents get connected in a network of contracts.
Thus, interdependence is the second mechanism we want to include in the model, namely the fact that the financial
robustness of an agent is affected by variations in the robustness of agents connected to her by some contracts. In line with
the modeling framework introduced by Eisenberg and Noe (2001) and further developed in Shin (2008), we consider a set
of n agents connected in a network of obligations. This is described by a liability matrix L, where Lij is the obligation of i to j
and $L1i, . . . ,Lni% is the portfolio of i. For our purposes, we are interested in the exposure matrix W, where Wij # Lji=

P
kLki,

represents the weight of the obligation of j to i relative to the whole portfolio of i. Precisely, Wij measures the relative
financial exposure of i to j, since this is the fraction of i portfolio that, at most, is at risk in case j becomes insolvent. It
follows that W is a row-stochastic matrix since the relative exposures of each agent to the others must sum up to one,
8i
P

jWij # 1.
Formally, the relations in the network are represented by a graph G# !V,E", where V is a set of nodes representing the

agents and E is a set of directed edges representing the contracts (for an introduction to network theory, see, e.g., Jackson,
2008; Goyal, 2007). The graph is associated with an adjacency matrix A where Aij # 0 if there is no edge from i to j and
Aij # 1 if there is an edge from i to j. For the sake of convenience in matrix operations, we adopt the convention that the
edge (ij) means that agent i owns liabilities of j. The exposure matrix W corresponds to a weighted adjacency matrix with
Wij40 iff Aij # 1. The out-degree of agent i is the number 1rkirn&1 of out-going edges of agent i and represents the
number of counterparties or neighbors to which agent i is exposed.

In the following, we will characterize the systemic risk of the credit network for varying levels of risk diversification.
We are interested in the situation in which the graph is connected (i.e. there is some path from any agent to any other
agent) because this means that every agent can potentially be reached by external effects. The case in which the network is
divided in disconnected clusters will be investigated in further studies. Further, we do not consider any inter-temporal
optimization of the portfolios. On the contrary, we assume that the exposures in the portfolio of each agent are
approximately balanced, i.e. Wij'1=ki. This rather stylized assumption, besides simplifying the analysis, has however the
advantage of implying a conservative scenario in which risk sharing in the system is always maximized. One can expect
that results on the emergence of systemic risk should then hold a fortiori for networks where some agents are unequally
exposed to some others.

Since portfolios are equally weighted, the degree of the agent i is a rough measure of her risk diversification level. The
ratio of the number of existing edges among agents, denoted as ‘, over the number of all possible edges, n!n&1", is the
density d of the network, d# ‘=!n!n&1"". It represents the fraction of possible pairs of agents that are involved in a financial
contract. A simple relation of proportionality holds between the average degree k in the network and the density
d# k=!n&1"'k=n (for n in the range we are interested in). Thus for a fixed number n of agents, the density of the network
is also a measure of the average risk diversification across the agents.

In the following, the analysis will be carried out for the case of a regular graph, i.e. when agents have the same level k of
diversification.9 Since i’s assets include j’s liabilities, their value must depend on the financial conditions of j. In particular,
at least at first order, an increase of j asset value will have a positive effect on i portfolio, while an increase of j liabilities
(meant as cost of financing incurred by j) will have a negative effect. In other words, in a financial network, i’s robustness
must depend on j’s robustness. However, the exact way this interdependence works is not simple and deriving a fully
fledged law of motion of robustness would require to model also the decisions of agents regarding their capital structure
and in particular whether and how to reduce their liability, given their expectations on the market conditions. Our aim
here is much less ambitious and more pragmatic. We consider a first order linear dependence between the robustness of
the agents in the networks and we investigate the implications of lower or higher risk diversification on the default
probability. The results of this exercise provide interesting insights for future, more micro-founded works.

Let us start with the following law of motion of robustness in discrete time:

Zi!t(1" #
X

j

Wij!Zj!t"(sxj!t"" !6"

where we assume that robustness of each agent is subject to idiosyncratic identically distributed and normal shocks.
Within a similar framework one could also account for the case of correlated shocks. For our purposes this case will suffice

9 The empirical evidence on financial networks indicate the tendency to exhibit a core–periphery structure. The core alone is quite dense and not so
heterogeneous in degree (Soramaki et al., 2007; Iori et al., 2008; Vitali et al., 2011). For this reason, the following analysis can be relevant to the core of a
financial network, which typically is also where most of the total asset value resides.
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here. Since the liabilities of agent j are held by other agents, the idiosyncratic shock hitting j is shared with the connected
agents proportionally to the relative weight of their financial exposure to j.10

Notice that the above formulation is similar in concept to the model of Allen et al. (2011) where each agent runs an
independent project with a stochastic return and, in order to diversify their risk, agents invest in other agents’ projects. As
a result, each agent is affected by the linear combination of the shocks of her partners. However, differently from that
model, here we do not look at the return, but at the robustness of the agents. Moreover, we depart from the modeling
framework of both Allen et al. (2011) and Shin (2008) by moving to a fully dynamic setting in order to account for
variations in the level of robustness, as opposed to considering only the default event.

The change in time of robustness11 is

Zi!t"1#$Zi!t# %
X

j

WijZj!t#$Zi!t#"s
X

j

Wijxj!t# !7#

Passing now to the limit of continuous time we obtain the linear SDE system

dZi %
X

j

WijZj!t#$Zi!t#

2

4

3

5 dt"s
X

j

Wij dxj !8#

where each dxj!t# denotes an independent Wiener process.
The benefit of an agent from being connected to several other agents is that the expected fluctuation on the robustness

is decreased and thus the time to hit the default barrier is longer. This follows from the fact that the linear combination of k
uncorrelated Wiener processes is still a Wiener process, denoted as dzi %

P
jWij dxj, with a standard deviation sz smaller

by a factor 1=
!!!
k
p

: sz % s=
!!!
k
p

.
We thus obtain

dZi % !Z i!t#$Zi!t## dt"sz dzi !9#

where Z i %
P

jWijZj is the average robustness of the neighbors of i. Notice that risk sharing and distress propagation are
two faces of the same coin. By investing in others’ liabilities each agent is sharing her own risk with them but also
accepting to be affected by the variations, positive or negative, of the robustness of the others. In bad times, when someone
in the neighborhood is badly hit by a shock, this means that the agent is exposed to a distress propagation.

2.3. Acceleration in a network context

When the agent i is in a network of risk sharing relations, her creditors will observe now a standard deviation sz in the
fluctuations of its robustness that are due to shared random shocks. As before, in the case t% 1, we assume

h!t# %
$a if Zi!t$dt#$Zi!t$dt$1#o$Esz,1,

0 otherwise

"
!10#

where sz,1 % sz

!!!
1
p
% s=

!!!
k
p

is the standard deviation of the Gaussian shocks, accumulated over a time period of length 1, if
agent i engages in risk sharing with k other agents. In other words, i’s counterparties react according to the current level of
fluctuation amplitude. However, it is important to emphasize that the probability that i incurs in a penalty is exactly the
same as in the previous case without risk sharing (as long as there was no penalty at the previous quarter).12

Notice also that, counterparties’ reaction on i has remained of the same amplitude, a. In other words, the magnitude of
the penalty has not changed when moving to the network context. Clearly, if a would also change into a=

!!!
k
p

, then the
trend reinforcement would not step in for increasing k. In this case, risk sharing has the usual positive impact on the
probability of default.

The interesting case is when the magnitude of the penalty and the magnitude of the fluctuations do not scale the same
way with the number of neighbors. Here, we focus on the case in which a remains constant with k, a situation that can
arise from indivisibilities and fixed costs in the transactions. For instance, if each of the counterparties of i increases the
interest rate charged to the agent by a fixed amount, the effect for i is simply proportional to her total debt and is not

10 In case j is not able to meet her obligation, Wij is the relative loss of i with respect to her initial investment, thus Wij should be a good proxy of how
much the variation of robustness of i are affected by the robustness of j. Notice that this may differ from the loss with respect to the value of the assets at
a later point in time. However, if the returns on the various assets do not differ too much, or one considers periods of time that are not too long, Wij is a
reasonable proxy of the relative impact on i’s asset due to a change in robustness of j. Accordingly, the shock hitting agent i affects i herself only
proportionally to the term Wii.

11 Notice that Eq. (6) implies that the robustness of an agent is not the result of a simultaneous computation of robustness of all agents. Instead, it is
affected by the change in robustness of the counterparties at the previous period. This is similar to what happens in the professional practice of financial
rating. The rating of an institution is revised after the occurrence of events regarding the capital structure of the institution itself or the counterparties to
which it is exposed.

12 The probability to trigger the reaction of the counterparties equals the probability that a (accumulated) shock is beyond a given threshold (see also
proof of Proposition 1). This is simply the probability mass in the left tail of the probability distribution, q0 %F!0,sz ,$Esz# %F!0,s,$Es#, where F!m,s,x#
indicates the cumulative Gaussian distribution up to the value x. Because both the shocks and the level beyond which they trigger a penalty are rescaled
by 1=

!!!
k
p

, the probability of a penalty (conditional to no prior penalty) is unchanged.
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diminished by her level k of diversification. The same holds for an OTC derivative contract if each counterparty requires a
fixed amount of additional collateral after she observes the signal about i’s robustness.

Proposition 1 holds again with sz replacing s, as well as the good approximation, in terms of expected first passage
time, between the jump-diffusion model and the model with constant drift. We thus add the drift term !aq in Eq. (9) and
we obtain the final formulation of our model

dZi"t# $ "Z i!Zi"t#!aq"sz"k#,a,E## dt%sz dzi "11#

Notice that q depends now also on the degree k of diversification, via sz.
With sz $ s=

!!!
k
p

, Proposition 1 implies now that the average effect of the trend reinforcement, !aq, depends on the
ratio between a and s=

!!!
k
p

. In particular, it increases with k up to an asymptot, as shown in Fig. 1 (left, dashed curve). The
curve means that, for small k, it is unlikely that an agent suffering a decrease in robustness will be penalized and will incur
in a further decrease of robustness. However, as k increases, sz decreases and the fluctuation magnitude gets dominated by
the magnitude of the effect of the penalty, a. It becomes thus more and more likely that an agent suffering a decrease in
robustness will be penalized further in the next quarter. Notice that the magnitude of the instantaneous effect of the
penalty remains always a. It is only its average effect to become stronger because it occurs more often.

In summary, an increasing level of diversification k in the network is initially beneficial to the agents. Indeed, smaller
fluctuations on asset portfolio values imply longer time to default. However, beyond a certain level of k, whenever an agent
suffers a relatively large negative shock, the effect of trend reinforcement steps in.

A crucial point here is that, regardless the diversification level, the probability of occurrence of the first large negative
shock is always the same, thus there is no ex ante disadvantage from a high diversification. However, with higher
diversification the trend reinforcement is more frequent because of the different balance between penalty and
fluctuations, implying a shorter time to default. This ambiguous effect of diversification is an unforeseen external effect
of the reaction of i’s counterparties which eventually hits back all the agents.

2.4. The interpretation of acceleration in a network context

Our interpretation of trend reinforcement in Eq. (10) starts from the assumption that each agent reacts to a negative
change in the robustness of a partner belonging to the same neighborhood generated by idiosyncratic Gaussian shocks to
all the nodes in the neighborhood only when the negative change exceeds, in absolute value, a certain threshold, i.e. only
when the performance of the agent becomes poor. The performance is poor when the change is not only negative but
negative beyond normal, with a normal or acceptable loss to be defined as one standard deviation from the mean of the
idiosyncratic shock. If the loss is contained within the normal/acceptable level (that is if it is smaller than the threshold)
there will be no reaction (and punishment) on the part of the neighbors.

The acceptable or ‘‘normal’’ loss, in turn, is decreasing with density. In fact, the idiosyncratic shock to each agent is
drawn from a (time invariant) distribution with variance s. Each shock is then spread to the neighborhood through credit
inter-linkages, so that each partner is hit only by a fraction of the shock itself. The normal loss therefore is s=

!!!
k
p

, hence it is
decreasing with density. If the network becomes more dense (i.e. if the network is characterized by higher k) the riskiness
of an agent for each partner will become smaller. This is straightforward and descends from the fact that each agent is
discharging part of the idiosyncratic shock on the partners: the more numerous is the neighborhood, the smaller the
fraction of the shock to a partner which reaches the other partners. When an agent is hit by a negative shock and records
an abnormal loss, i.e. a decrease of robustness beyond the threshold, she sends a signal of ‘‘poor’’ performance to her
partners. If the average partner is relatively diversified (i.e. the network is characterized by a high k), the performance is
considered ‘‘poor’’ when the loss reaches a magnitude smaller than the one which triggers the rating of poor performance
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Fig. 1. Default probability Pf as a function of the diversification degree k. (Left) Comparison of presence (solid line) and absence (dotted line) of the
financial acceleration. The dot-dashed line represents the values of the term aq"k# in Eq. (11). Parameters setting: E$ 1, s$ 0:25, a$ 0:055. (Right)
Illustration of dependence on a. Parameters: E$ 1, s$ 0:25, a varies in [0.01 0.15] in steps of 0.005.
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cascade. The phase diagram of Fig. 2 (right) shows that a fraction of simultaneous defaults s close to 1 occurs whenever the
average robustness m is below the boundary of the region of large cascades (in gray). Recall that the values of s and k are
constant during the evolution of Zi!t". Thus, the expected time it takes during the evolution for the average robustness to
reach the value m can be approximated by the first passage time at Z#m of a representative trajectory of robustness
starting from Z# 1. This approximation makes sense because of the mean reversion which keeps trajectories close to each
other, as discussed earlier. Therefore, in this approach, the probability P!c"f of cascades larger than sc is obtained as the
inverse of the first passage time at a value m such that a cascade larger than sc is triggered. The probability of large
cascades estimated in this way turns out to be a non-monotonic function of the risk diversification. In other words, similar
to the individual default probability, even the systemic default probability displays an intermediate optimal degree of
diversification beyond which a further diversification becomes detrimental. This is stated in the following proposition.

Proposition 5. Consider the cascade process of Eq. (13). Assume the initial distribution of robustness is Gaussian
p!Z,t# 0" # Gauss!m,s". Assume the network of firms is a regular random graph with degree k. In mean-field approximation,
the probability Pc of occurrence of a systemic default involving a fraction of the system larger than sc 2 $0;1%, is

Pc!k" #
1

Tc!k"
!16"

where

Tc!k" #min
m
fT!k,m"9S!k,m"Zscg !17"

T!k,m" #
1&m
aq
'

s2

2a2

!exp!&2akq!1&m"=s2"&1"

kq2
!18"

S!k,m" is the cascade size solution of Eq: !14" !19"

As a function of k, Pc is not, in general, decreasing monotonically, and it has a unique minimum for several parameter settings.

As shown by the plot in Fig. 3, the probability of large cascades is not decreasing monotonically with k. On the contrary
it exhibits a marked minimum for intermediate values of k. Notice that, as shown in Fig. 2, the cascade size s has essentially
two ranges of values: so0:05 (i.e. 5% of agents fail) in the regime of small cascades and s40:9 (i.e. 90% of agents fail) in
the regime of large cascades. Therefore, the second point of the above proposition actually holds independently of the
value sc taken as definition of ‘‘large cascade’’, as long as sc 40:05.

Finally, the results of the paper can be summarized in the following conclusive corollary.

Corollary 1 (Non-monotonicity of systemic risk). In the presence of financial acceleration

1. The systemic risk is in general not monotonically decreasing with the risk diversification.
2. With larger diversification, the financial system is more likely to be near the threshold at which large cascades occur.
3. At least in some intervals of the range of the parameters involved, there exist an optimal level of systemic risk, which does not

coincide with full diversification.

The statements above hold both in the absence and in the presence of external effects of defaults.
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Fig. 3. (Left) Probability Pc of occurrence of large cascades as a function of risk diversification k for some values of the intensity a of financial acceleration.
(Right) Expected time Tc to large default cascades plotted in color code (log scale) as a function of k and a. The scale on the color bar indicates the range of
the expected time to default in the time units of Eq. (11). Values of the parameters: E# 1 and s# 0:25. a varies in steps of 0.0001. The isoclines in black
show that for any given a, by increasing k the expected time to default has an intermediate maximum. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Figure 3 | The network of the top borrowers. Nodes represent financial institutions (selected as explained in the text). Outgoing links represent the
estimated potential impact of an institution to another one (see Methods). The nodes are positioned within a circle of radius 1, centred in 0. The distance
of each node from the center is 1{R D! "i , while the angle increases linearly with R(D) from 0 to 10p. Thus, the closer a node is to the center the higher is its
DebtRank (the intuition here is its centrality). A node in the center (DebtRank 5 1) is able to put under distress the entire economic value of the network.
DebtRank decreases by moving outwards and leftwards along the spiral. The diagram allows at the same time to visualise the structure of the network and
to compare the importance of any two given nodes. The size and the color of the node reflects the DebtRank value (larger and red nodes have higher
DebtRank). The color of a link reflects the DebtRank of the node from which it originates (red links originate from node with high DebtRank and make
high impact to the destination nodes). (a) Period one, at the beginning of the crisis (see also inset of Fig. 2a). Most of the nodes have low levels of
DebtRank, i.e., they are located close to the border. (b) Period four (peak of the crisis). Nodes have comparable levels of Debt Rank. However, they are also
much more central, i.e., they can impact a large fraction of the total economic value. A single default is likely to trigger a systemic failure.

Figure 4 | Debt Rank, asset size and fragility. Scatter plot of DebtRank versus asset size, measured as a fraction (in %) of the total of the asset size in the
network. For sake of simplicity, in the experiment, asset size was assumed constant during the time span of the data. Notice that institutions such as UBS,
or CITIGROUP alone account for almost 10% of the total assets. The size of each bubble is proportional to the outstanding debt of the institution while
the color reflects its fragility, defined as the ratio of debt over market capitalization in the given period, as in the previous section. (a) Period one. Since the
outstanding debt was very low or zero, most nodes appear small and have levels of DebtRank below 0.3, but comparable among each other. (b) Period
four. Many institutions have a Debt Rank larger then 0.5, i.e. each can impact, alone, the majority of the economic value in the network. The outstanding
debt in this period is close to the peak for all the institutions, as reflected by the size of the bubbles. Notice, also a higher fragility, most bubbles are red,
although with some heterogeneity.
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Macroeconomic modeling 

Dynamic stochastic general equilibrium models in Smets (2010) 
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54 SERIEs (2010) 1:51–65
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Fig. 1 Structure of the Models. Note: The boxes with the solid frame denote the core model that is nested
in both models. The boxes with dashed frame at the bottom of the figure show the open economy features
of the NAWM whereas the box with dash-dotted frame on the right-hand side of the figure describes the
financial dimension modelled in the CMR

includes features introduced in Christiano et al. (2005) and Smets and Wouters (2003),
which have been shown to help explaining the data well both in the US and the euro
area. Such features have become standard in DSGE modelling. They include habit
persistence in consumption, adjustment costs in the flow of investment, imperfect
competition, sticky prices and sticky wages, and the inclusion of a large number of
structural shocks that act as shifters of the structural relationships. Figure 1 provides
a diagrammatic representation of the main sectors of the economy included in the
“core block” (boxes with solid frame in the middle of the figure) and of the additional
sectors that are included in the NAWM (boxes with dashed frame at the bottom of the
figure) and the CMR model (box shaded with dashed-dotted frame on the right-hand
side of the figure).

In the NAWM the common core block is embedded into an international environ-
ment.3 This has wide-ranging consequences for the model dynamics both regarding
the influence of foreign developments on the domestic economy as well as by directly
influencing the decision process of domestic households and firms.

Households are trading both domestic and foreign bonds. The effective return on
the risk-less domestic bonds depends on a financial intermediation premium, which
drives a wedge between the interest rate controlled by the monetary authority and the
return required by the household. Similarly, when taking a position in the international
bond market, the household encounters an external financial intermediation premium
which depends on the economy-wide (net) holdings of internationally traded foreign
bonds expressed in domestic currency relative to domestic nominal output. That is, if
the domestic economy is a net debtor, households have to pay an increasing external

3 See Christoffel et al. (2008) for a full description of the NAWM model.
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Macroeconomic modeling 

“The standard macroeconomic models have failed, by all the most important 
tests of scientific theory. They did not predict that the financial crisis would 
happen; and when it did, they understated its effects. Monetary authorities allowed 
bubbles to grow and focused on keeping inflation low, partly because the standard 
models suggested that low inflation was necessary and almost sufficient for 
efficiency and growth. After the crisis broke, policymakers relying on the models 
floundered. Notwithstanding the diversity of macroeconomics, the sum of 
these failures points to the need for a fundamental re-examination of the 
models—and a reassertion of the lessons of modern general equilibrium 
theory that were seemingly forgotten in the years leading up to the crisis. “ 
 
Joseph Stiglitz (2011) 
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Macroeconomic modeling 

The Eurace project (Cincotti 2010) 
§  Complete agent-based model economy 
§  Bounded rationality 
§  Non-clearing markets 
§  Endogenous instabilities 
§  Quantitative easing 
§  Asynchronous actions on  

various time scales 
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Criticism of the ABM approach 

Agent-based modeling has been criticized for 
§  Number of parameters and calibration difficulties 
§  Loss of tractability and clarity 
§  Stability against the addition of new behavior 
§  Stability against changes in size 
§  Stability against changes in algorithm and timing 
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Summary 

§  The structure of a market is important 

§  Fat tails of returns and clustered volatility follow from 
market mediated interactions 

§  Direct communication and imitation results in herding and 
bubbles 

§  Centrality and interdependence dominate systemic risks 
and instability 

§  Agent-based modeling may help to overcome problems in 
macroeconomic modeling 
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Further reading 

§  Iori, Giulia, and James Porter. Agent-Based Modelling for 
Financial Markets. No. 12/08. 2012. 

§  Hommes, Cars. Behavioral rationality and heterogeneous 
expectations in complex economic systems. Cambridge 
University Press, 2013. 

§  Sornette, Didier. Why stock markets crash: critical events 
in complex financial systems. Princeton University Press, 
2004. 

§  Hens, Thorsten, and Klaus Reiner Schenk-Hoppé, eds. 
Handbook of Financial Markets: Dynamics and Evolution: 
Dynamics and Evolution. North Holland, 2009. 
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